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13. The Economic Geography of Post Fordism: on Knowledge and Polarization1 in B. Coriat, P. Petit, G. Schmeder editors The Hardship of Nations : Exploring the paths of modern capitalism, Edward Elgar, 2006.



El Mouhoub Mouhoud Introduction There are two types of important changes in the post Fordist era which followed the period of growth of the “Trente Glorieuses” (1945-1975). First, a rapid deepening of globalization fueled by a substantial decrease in transport costs and more generally in the cost of transactions. Second, a massive diffusion of the new technologies of information and communication (NTIC) facilitating the spread of information and exchanges of knowledge. These changes are expected to impact on the localization of activities, increasing the fragmentation of production processes and relocating activities in peripheral regions a phenomenon that started to get some momentum in the Fordist period. The term production process should be understood in its broadest meaning, as set of transformation operations necessary to obtain a final product as well as the associated “support activities” (R&D, commercial function, financial function...). More specifically, a process fragment corresponds to a more or less high number



1. This chapter is freely adapted from Mouhoud E.M. “Division internationale du travail et



économie de la connaissance”, in C. Vercellone ed. Sommes nous sortis du capitalisme industriel, La dispute, Paris 2002.



of elementary operations. This number is a function of the intensity of the technical interdependencies. In fact, the spread of “taylorism” had made possible to decompose productions of final products in a series of production modules interconnected by standardized interfaces2. The decline of transaction costs should help a broad fragmentation of productive process and their localization across the board of different countries. Also, the diffusion of NTIC should push forward a specific fragmentation in services production processes, also referred to as BPO (Business Process Outsourcing) as illustrated in the recent debate on the relocation of call centers. . Insofar as this fragmentation of different production modules is limited by the functional interdependencies between the different phases, it’s clear that the cost of transaction is a decisive factor. In effect transport costs of the sub-systems or of the modules and coordination costs of the different fragments can be very high. The exploitation of local advantages in terms of labor costs tied with the exportation of some production phases and the re-import of final products in the countries of origin is profitable only if the level of transaction costs is outstandingly lower than the differences in unit labour costs between center and periphery. The release of these interdependencies and coordination constraints should mean a better and a deeper insertion of the less developed countries or the peripheral regions in the international division of labor. The logics of delocalisation initiated during the Fordits era should be further liberated by the double effect of the NTIC’s diffusion and general reduction of transaction costs. This centrifuge process from center to peripheries which implies a disconnection between production location and consumption areas should have been more strengthened. Indeed this phenomenon continued to develop and to affect numerous manufacturing and service sectors, but it has operated in a selective manner benefiting mainly to countries which presents a combination of labor cost advantages and technological capabilities altogether with a promising internal market, and efficient transport and telecommunications infrastructures. 2



This phenomenon is also known under the term of « modularity » in the chain of value. According to Simon [2000], the modularity (or more precisely the “near decomposability”) sends back to the propriety, observed in most of the systems of being “divisible in parts, with a strong density of interactions among the elements of each part and a weaker density of interaction between elements of different parts”. The large systems decompose in successive levels in parts, sub-parts and sub-sub- parts...
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At infra national level this selective process benefited great agglomerations where productive resources and pecuniary and technological externalities are concentrated. There’s presently a movement of polarization of activities to the profit of essentially developed zones of the Triad (e.g; North America, Europe and Japan) including only a few regions of emergent economies (Mouhoud 1992,1996). This polarization process is particularly important concerning knowledge intensive activities ( see OST (1998), Audretsch D.B., and Feldman M. P., (1994, 1999). The new Economic Geography keeps in mind this phenomenon of polarization and brings an answer to the apparent paradox, that such concentration represents when transportation are reduced , by stressing that increasing returns and agglomeration economies have also been boosted in the process. . This type of approach tends to approach territories and firms strategies essentially on the base of cost comparisons (C.G.P. (1999)). The innovative aspects and the problems of coordination have no place in these types of analyses. The structural changes occurring in industrial economies and more specifically the fact that they can be qualified of knowledge-based economy (Foray D. (2000)), gives a better explaination to the importance of wealth and to the polarization of productive activities. . The changes in productive systems can be interpreted as the effects of the diffusion of knowledge based economies, e.g. economies where a cognitive logic is prevailing in the development of labour division.. This transformation leads to deep changes in the modes of organization of firms. It modifies as well their location strategies and the nature of relations that these firms entertain with territories. Nonetheless, this tendency is not univocal and a certain diversity of trajectories and modes of division of labor is perceptible at all levels, be it national, local or sectoral. In particular the logic of Taylorian production processes seems to have found a renewal in a number of technological and organizational innovations. A certain complementarity is noticeable within productive systems between a “cognitive productive logic” and a “taylorian productive logic” (Moati P., Mouhoud E.M. (1994, 1997)). These two productive logics have distinct consequences on the localization of economic activities and call on specific territorial development strategies. They mutually feed on each other. The geography of post fordism, thus, implies both some polarization of activities in the rich regions of the center, and some rehabilitation of the taylorian logics of “peripherisation” on more and more selective bases. This article is based on two axes. On one side, after having reminded the main stylized facts characterizing the structural changes in the world economy, it proposes an interpretation of this change in terms of a shift toward a more
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cognitive oriented division of labor. On the other side, it analyzes the implication of this emergence of knowledge based economies for the international division labor, e.g. the evolution of international specialization and the new patterns of localization .



1. The Fordism crisis and its renewal in the knowledge based economy The recent history of the economic environment of the firms in the industrialized countries gives a partial explanation of the new practices to organize the production and the markets. It is useful for our approach to recall some of the specificities of the Fordist model of mass production and consumption during the growth period “Trente glorieuses”. In this regime of accumulation, an organized productive system, associating mechanization and Taylorian principles of work organization leads to increasing value added shared allowing regular increases of real wages. The characteristics of demand (weak differentiation, high level of price and revenue elasticities of demand) correspond to a progressive satisfaction of the needs in household goods and equipment... This articulation between mass production and mass consumption was also based on the domestic oriented nature of the regime of accumulation. It guaranteed a certain macro-economic solidarity between profit and wages. Increases of wages insured high productivity gains and allowed to sell the mass production essentially on domestic markets. Manufacturing sectors relatively protected from the international competition play a role as engine of growth (automotive industry…). The productive organization depends on a very thorough division of labor, an important but rigid automatization process, a long product cycle life, all allowing economies of scale on national or international bases (already linked to the massive assembly line outsourcing in the south-East Asians countries that later became new industrialized countries). However, by the end of the 1960’s, the Fordist growth regime, because of it’s own success, encountered its limits : the productivity gains declined, the profit rate of manufacturing industries started to slow down as well as the mass consumption, whereas the internationalization of the economies (or extraversion) undermined the bases of the domestic oriented accumulation regime. This crisis of Fordism led to a deep mutation of production and markets organization. Let us recall the most significant stylized facts of this
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transformation. 1.1. Six stylized facts Six stylized facts can be retained that took place in the last three decades: The modification of consumption norms The saturation of needs, regarding the consumption of basic and standardized goods, is at the origin of important structural changes in the composition of the demand. More specifically, it led to a rise in immaterial consumption that accompanied a greater sensitivity to the differentiation of products (preference for variety) and a larger versatility of the consumers. The strengthening of international competition Two major evolutions explain the tendency towards an exacerbation of the international competition. The first has to do with with the saturation of household needs accompanying an increase in the standard of living . This exhaustion of the motor role of domestic market in developed countries manifests itself by the weakening of the price elasticity of demand. Enterprises are incited to look for external markets. The second evolution concerns the manner in which enterprises, by relocating a part of their production process towards developing countries and Asia in particular, have facilitated the emergence of these countries as new competitors. From that results the deterioration of the market shares of developed countries in the manufacturing industry and an intense worldwide competition. Intensification of the innovative effort In this new economical environment, companies have been accelerating their strategies of differentiation of products by increasing R&D , marketing and advertising expenses. Product innovation responds to the need to compensate for the saturation of markets and the exacerbation of international competition in manufactured goods. In order to adapt to new demand characteristics firms have been progressively adopting new flexible technologies of fabrication that have been diffused since the 1970-1980. The impact of NTIC and new productive organizations The NTIC based on computer science and micro-electronic are qualified as flexible (contrary to the taylorian automation) because they allow to fabricate a greater variety of the same good without requiring large sunk costs of capital (costs linked to specific equipment for homogenous products).
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These new technologies come along with the introduction of new methods of production organization (just in time, zero stock...) allowing to solve a dilemma of productivity/flexibility which taylorian technologies couldn’t doThe economies of scope thus obtained could be added to the economies of scale and permitted to obtain a fall in unit cost of production . Moreover, as product differentiation has become the dominant competitive argument, particularly in the manufacturing sectors, firms have to supply a large variety of products. This productive flexibility doesn’t go along well with the diversification strategies that were led in the 1970’s. It has induced a recentralization of the firms on their specific competencies. These changes in the supply conditions (productive flexibility) and in those of the demand (higher versatility) are impacting on the relations between firms.



Important changes in the localization strategies of multinational firms The strategy of multinational firms is more and more defined at a global scale, giving an impetus to four major evolutions: - the considerable rise of foreign direct investment (FDI), even if the major share of FDI is still concentrated in developed countries and new industrialized economies with high growth rates ; - The development of partnership in inter-firm relations including the international level (strategic alliances, networks, joint-venture and cooperation agreements); - The domination of merges and acquisitions (M&A) to the detriments of traditional forms of green-fields investments ; - the drastic decrease of independent subcontractors, in the car industry for example, and the development of long term cooperation agreements with selected suppliers for their technological complementarity (as producers of of complex modules) and not only for their low costs. The financial globalization and the increase of shareholder value in firms strategies The structural changes, linked to the liberalization of capital flows, to the expansion of stock markets and to new forms of interpenetration between finance and industry (especially in the forms of corporate governance) led to the rise of monetary and financial turbulences that have been reoccurring since the 1980’s. This evolution contributes to reinforce the incertainty related to erratic fluctuations of markets and to numerous risky financial innovations. These stylized facts are the object of multiple interpretations. Many conclude to the emergence of a post fordist growth regime .
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However, it’s more difficult to establish a consensus on what may constitute the essentials characteristics of such emerging system. The section below tries to demonstrate that the burst of the notion of “new economy” only reinforces the confusion and exaggerates the role of technology, especially of internet in the genesis of a new system. The article also proposes another interpretation of these changes in terms of new division of labor principles.



1.2. The diffusion of a cognitive division of labour As shown in (Moati P. and Mouhoud E.M 1994, 1997), the above mutations can be seen in the perspective of the emergence of knowledge based economies in which one of the major characteristics would be the diffusion of new of labour division3 based on cognitive principles. This “cognitive division of labour” consists in the splitting of production process according to the knowledge blocks4 that they mobilized. The firms are redefining the contents of their activities, concentrating on their competencies over coherent sets of knowledge, and, as a result, are adopting types of organization maximizing their learning and innovation capacity. However the change into knowledge base economy is not a homogenous process in space and time. Certain countries or territories are more constrained by decisions taken in the past, more specifically in the cases of mono-industry regions. Institutional choices could lock the economy in these sectors that are less inclined, for objective reasons, to perform in a knowledge based economy. Conversely, the crisis of the 1970’s in some regions of concentrated industries (for example iron and steel metallurgy in Lorraine region in France) gave way to 3



Three criteria allow a definition of a new division of labour: first, the manner in which to divide or cut the production fragments or segments; second, the coordination mode of the different parts participating in the production activity and the way to reintegrate the different fragments of productive process; finally, the logics of the production units locations of each fragment and the whole assembly process.
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These knowledge blocks can be defined as sets of elements of knowledge attached to the same scientific and technical principles corpus. These elements of knowledge undergo a common evolution instigated by an activity of research and transformation of information in new knowledge fileds, which obey heuristics shared by a community of specialists (Moati et Mouhoud, 1994).
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external green fields investments in these territories , thus enhancing the entry of foreign industrial units that are often more knowledge intensive. Another inequality of access at international level concerns less developed countries which experience a cumulative technological divergence compared to industrialized countries, which could block their change into knowledge based economy. This divergence can be reinforced by the restrictive trade practices and the establishment of intellectual property rights5 from the northern countries limiting knowledge diffusion in less industrialized countries. Still egional integration processes (such as the European Union and NAFTA), assembling more advanced countries and less advanced countries could enhance the catching-up potential of less developed ones. At the industry or branch level, sectoral characteristics play an important role in facilitating or not the shift from taylorian logic of work organisation towards cognitive logic . Numerous weak knowledge intensive activities, less favorable types of competition for innovation, cultural rigidities, institutional blockages, all matter to assess the possibilities to shift from one logic to the other. Finally, whereas certain firms followed important changes in their organizational principles (portfolio of activities based on distinctive competencies, network of firms partnership specialized on complementary competencies, implementation of knowledge management procedures and routines…), others have succeeded in reinstalling the competitiveness of Taylorian organization models, by an intensive use of NTIC, modern transports and by the introduction of organizational innovation (just in time organization). Those last mentioned can be characterized as “flexible taylorian firms”. Thus, a certain duality is perceptible within the productive systems between enterprises adopting a cognitive productive logic and others following a taylorian flexible productive logic. The choice of a specific productive logic highlights a certain number of factors such as the sector home base of the firm, the strategic positioning, and the path dependency effects… These two productive logics (cognitive vs. taylorian) have different implications for the location activities patterns. Therefore, the dynamic of the economic geography becomes quite complex and doesn’t allow a univocal interpretation.
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For example the TRIPs in the WTO rules have been imposed upon the developing countries since 1994 in many fields (pharmaceutical products, software…).
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2. Knowledge, polarization and selectivity of peripheries The diffusion of the knowledge based economy has important implications over the localization of economic activities and over the evolution of the international specialization of territories. The productive activities are spread between the territories in function of their competencies. The location of activities is first determined by the research of favorable elements in the development of firms competencies. These firms seek less low costs conditions than a stimulating environment of their learning capabilities. The logic of comparative advantages costs is put aside to the profit of the detention by the territories of monopoly elements or absolute advantages over specific competencies (see Becker G.S. Murphy K.M. (1992)). This criterion of localization is favorable to the concentration of intensive knowledge activities in industrialized regions and more specifically within regions rich in specific cognitive resources (that are often large metropolis agglomerations).



2.1. The cognitive logic of territories specialization and of firms location The insertion in the knowledge based international division of labour implies for the national economies to dispose of a minimum stock of cognitive resources. The participation in the international trade in it-self contributes to a process of creation of specific competencies and of specialization of each nation. For the new theory of international trade, this process of specialization is largely uncertain (due to small events and to historical hazard). It could be better explained with an analysis in terms of national systems of innovation, referring to the institutional devices specific to nations and territories (as developed in the Regulation Theory as well as in evolutionist approaches or in cognitive division of labour approaches). In fact, to participate to an international division of labour based on knowledge an economy should dispose of a stock of cognitive resources of a certain technological level. Therefore, it is this participation of nations to international trade which contributes to build up their specific competencies and their international specializations. As a result, the comparative advantages of nations are structured on a three level based analysis (Mouhoud E.M., (1996), Moati P. and Mouhoud E.M. (1997)).
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1) The first condition of participation to the international division of labor resides in the similarity of cognitive resources levels (similarity of stocks of R&D, of R&D personals, of education levels…). It concerns a similarity of resources altogether with a capacity to exploit these resources; 2) this similarity in levels of cognitive resources doesn’t limit countries specialization in competencies issued from these resources. In other words, the similarity between countries levels goes along with some specialization in the content of these competencies. Countries can thus make use of specific interactions between institutions, firms and historical conditions production of competencies. 3) These differences in competencies can later be understood by the similarities in the exchanged final goods (intra-industry trade). This similarity in final goods is in fact of the same nature as the first similarity in resources since it is the convergence of the GDP per head that homogenizes the structures of consumption and which induces a demand of “differentiated similar goods” between countries of similar development level. The products issued from specific competences domains in each country can have similarity in usage but differences in contents, characteristics, symbols… What explains the demand of differentiation in international scale is a consumers’ preference for variety in product characteristics that reflects and crystallizes the differences in intraindustry competencies between countries. Whereas the nature of trade in intermediate goods is more inter-industrial, the intra-industry trade can also exist in a weaker form, insofar as the technological and human capital contents of the intermediate components exchanged can be different. As the specialization based on specific knowledge blocks requires a similar level of cognitive resources, the trade between the developed and the less developed countries 6 cannot benefit from their comparative advantages . Concerning the trade between countries with different development levels, the taylorian division of labour is likely to dominate. Differences in cognitive resources lead to an intra-industry trade that can be developed as long as the cognitive division of labor diffuses in an increasing number of sectors.
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Or countries with “natural endowment ” , e.g. countries with low technological capabilities with only natural or unqualified human resources.
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2.2. Cognitive division of labour and geographical polarization of activities The process of spatial concentration of activities that comes along with the globalization process plays a specific role in knowledge intensive activities (Krugman P., (1991), Maurel F. and Mouhoud E.M. (2001)). The externalities of proximity allowed by the spatial concentration of high intensive knowledge activities constitutes a strong force of geographical polarization. Theoretically, this concentration process in a specific location increases the static efficiency (the transaction costs decrease and the advantages of agglomeration economies increase) and the dynamic efficiency (learning economies) of all the producers that are located there. Connected activities can benefit from the greater efficiency allowed by agglomeration economies. The organizational proximity that goes along with the spatial agglomeration multiplies the connections by facilitating transactions between skilled persons. Recent empirical studies on the European economic geography confirms this tendency to the concentration of activities on a reduced number of sites in the case of increasing returns and intensive intermediate goods contents sectors producing final goods (Amiti M. (1998)). But this polarization is more accentuated is the case of scientific and technical activities (OST (1998)). On the global scale, self-reinforcing mechanisms in these polarization logics, can facilitate certain inertia in the spezialisation of countries . Changing course in international specialization of countries can be seen in the diffusion process of new technological paradigm . The diffusion of an economy based on knowledge leads the process of globalization towards a new global geographical economy. The competencies mobilized in a such economy imply new constraints on the division of labour that explains the polarization of trade flows and FDI. It also accounts for spatial concentration and more selective outsourcing strategies in some peripheral regions or countries . 2.3. Localization and specific coordination Problems The localization of knowledge intensive activities is also subjected to the necessity of coordination constraints linked with the reintegration phase of the different fragments in order to obtain a final good. The coordination in a division
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of labor based on a cognitive logic can create specific problems that can disturb both the market and the organization of resources allocation. It calls for alternating mechanisms facilitating the convergence of actors representation, of language and common procedures. A shared definition of dynamic accounting of the fragment of production process has to be reached . The intensity of relations between the actors involved in a cognitive division of labour calls for proximity. The question of organizing proximity by means of coordination doesn't necessarily imply a permanent and physical proximity. The nature of knowledge spillovers matters. Tacit knowledge spillover calls for more physical proximity than the codified knowledge which can be can be more easily transferred by the mean of the NTIC. The coexistence of distinct productive logics requires a differentiated manner of reasoning in the evolutions in firms and territories. The cognitive logic comes with, in all likelihood, criterions of localization based on the access to localized resources allowing to stimulate the learning capacity of firms and the quality of their network organizing the complementarity of their competencies.,The flexible Taylorian logic calls instead for localizations based on minimization of costs, keeping into account the flexibility requirements (see table 2). The cognitive firms valorize the endowment of human resources displaying specific qualifications, a local education and research apparatus, strong and coherent in its specialization, the presence of firms cultivating the same competency or complementary competency, the inter-face's structure action permitting the productive encounters. Meanwhile , the flexible Taylorian firms are in search of rich employment pools, transportation and telecommunication quality equipment, and a strategic positioning in view of activity poles in an international scale.
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Table 2: International mobility and productive unit factors,( Mouhoud E.M. (1999)) Types of Intra-industrial division of relations labor (between inputoutput and distribution partners)



Nature of dominant Forms of competition organization and resort to TIC and modern transports



Taylorian asymmetrical and division of conflictual; labour or market power of flexible distributors Taylorism



differentiation and price reactivity; multiplication of brands



Technical autonomy ; division of symmetrical labor or relations standard Taylorism



Cognitive complementary division of knowledge block



Propensity to location mobility and to global split-up of production segments



very intensive and Production explosion instrumental to internationally accelerate flows, minimization of wage and flow costs to reimport the final product; volatility of high location protected market weak ; physical weak volatility and niches, absolute proximity, work market proximity; advantages( haute from home, industrial district logic ; couture, luxurious principal / subweak propensity to goods, sports, dance contractors global mobility shoes, sports, ballet network shoes); historically located on the same territory innovation race intensive, Interdependent quick product organizational et evolution of knowledge



labor 1 trades (knowledge intensive firms)



reconfiguration; maintenance of annuity innovation strategies of competitive firms (electronic example, computer science, automobile) Cognitive intra-firm Innovation ; very division of cognitive division little exposed market labor 2 niches (arts and crafts)
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technological blocks located in proximity; different territories; global Propension to the decomposition by location durability; knowledge blocks coordination constraints (polarization in the / reintegration of strong Triade) productive process weak (not necessary to resort to TIC and most modern transport)



organizational, technological and physical proximity of suppliers



In this perspective , the technical division of labor does not disappear with the predominance of flexibility and reactivity to changes in demand. In facts, geographical distance can be accompanied by a temporal proximity due to progress in transport and telecommunication and a fall in their costs. Flexible Taylorism can thus prevail in traditional industries either by benefiting from some geographical proximity or by increasing in the production flows (reduction of temporal distance). The « flexible taylorian firms » thus present a strong propensity to volatility of their productivity units. The public subsidies that are granted to them can play a role in attracting them to a given territory, but does not guaranty the durability of their location. The situation is different in a cognitive division of labour logic. Because of the nature of the activity, of the specificities of mobilized knowledge and of the forms of competition (technological race), these types of firms, that one can especially find in high-tech industries, present an important propensity to territorial anchorage. The financial subsidies are from that moment less decisive than the capacity of territories to provide and to produce specific competencies and to enhance the technological innovation.. More generally, the specific criteria of industrial localization, associated with the emergence of a cognitive division of labour can explain the double movements of globalization and regionalization. The logic of access to competencies exercises a centrifuge effect and constitutes one of the factor of globalization. On this basis, the trades are particularly intense between industrialized countries, disposing of a level of cognitive resources overall equivalent but having developed competencies in various fields, in accordance with the specificities of their national systems of innovation. However, these types of polarization are not irreversible, due to the possibility that territories, previously emptied to the profit of big agglomerations, regain their specific advantages. The decentralization at the European level, as well as the politics of federal transfer can overturn the game of geographical polarization. Furthermore, the Talyorian logic and the geography of costs can come back with an intensive use of new technologies, as it has been the case with firms that we qualify as "flexible Taylorian" in clothing and in shoe manufacturing.....



Conclusion Industrial capitalism has always needed to extend its sectoral and geographical borders by integrating new regions and trades.



Paradoxically, the nature of globalization since the last two decades followed a different logic. Capitalism sems now to be able to create wealth on a geographically restricted basis. The permanent renewal by the innovation of products and the considerable expansion of their quality range has been sufficient to satisfy layers of consumers from wealthy to ordinary ones. This product differentiation has been allowed by the new technologies of information and communication. The principal motor of this change of nature of capitalism is linked to the inexorable increase in the content of scientific and technical knowledge in the productive activities, that demand a selection of actors participating in the production based on their competencies and qualifications. This cognitive division of labor creates a geographical polarization of activities in zones rich in human capital and research activities.. Knowledge becomes an essential input. Its production and up keeping obey to cumulative logics that create increased disparity between individuals and territories. From that moment, the globalization is far from corresponding to an authentic planetary integration of economies, In reality, globalization is expressed by a polarization process of flows between the wealthy countries of the Triad,. This logic , although it involves some emerging countries, finally leads for most of the countries with natural endowment to some disconnection. The only advantages of these countries reside in the availability of natural resources or low cost labor force. Finally the logic of access to competencies, associated with the cognitive division of labour, can explain the two main phenomenons that characterize the actual polarization of the global economy and a new North/South fracture: - first, the contraction of trade with less developed countries, involving a cumulative process of divergence between "industrialized countries" and "naturally endowed countries"; - second, the dynamism of trade between the three blocks of the Triad, involving new industrial countries with technological capacity, as China, India….
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